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Abstract

In this paper, we present a new approach to non-termination
analysis of logic programs based on moded SLDNF-resolution. Moded
SLDNF-resolution is a symbolic execution for moded goals devel-
oped for termination prediction. To prove non-termination, we use
a complete loop checker to create a finite symbolic derivation tree of
a logic program and moded query. Then, we check if this derivation
tree contains an infinite loop, using a new non-termination condi-
tion. We implemented this approach and tested it on the bench-
mark from the Termination Competition of 2007. The results are
very satisfactory: our tool is able to prove non-termination and con-
struct non-terminating queries for all non-terminating benchmark
programs, and thus, significantly improves on the results of the only
other non-termination analyzer, NTI.

Keywords : non-termination analysis, program analysis.



1 Introduction

One of the central concerns of declarative programming, in particular of Logic
Programming, is that the use of a declarative programming style in a declarative
programming language leads to less error-prone, more understandable and better
maintainable programs. However, it is well-known that a declarative program-
ming style also results in less efficient computations, and in the extreme case,
in non-terminating computations. The latter problem has received considerable
attention within the community. Much research has been done on termination
analysis, loop detection and, more recently, non-termination analysis.

Among these areas, termination analysis has by far received most atten-
tion. [13] presents a survey of the extensive amount of work up till 1994. But,
most of the more powerful approaches and techniques have been introduced
in the last decade: the constraint-based approach to termination analysis [5],
the local approaches [4], the use of types in termination analysis [2], powerful
transformational approaches [12], termination inference [7], and the porting of
TRS-techniques to the LP-context [14], [9], [8].

A new concern in this research is the precision of the termination analy-
sis. Since termination is undecidable in general, only sufficient conditions for
terminations are verified. It is important to have a good understanding of the
precision of these techniques: do they actually capture most of the terminating
computations?

With respect to the other two approaches, loop detection and non-termination
analysis, there is often confusion concerning their relation. Because both ap-
proaches use similar techniques, their distinguishing features and aims are not
always well understood. Loop detection is a run-time technique. It aims to cut in-
finite derivations for a concrete query at run-time. One of the possible approaches
to achieve this is tabulation [11]. For an extensive overview and comparison of
different loop checking algorithms, we refer to [1]. Non-termination analysis is
a compile-time approach. It aims to prove that a certain class of queries will
result in non-terminating computations for at least some of the queries in the
considered class. Typically, non-termination analysis is performed for classes
of queries described in terms of modes (or types). One of the key concerns of
non-termination analysis is to address the important issue of precision analysis
of termination analysis. A termination analysis can be shown to be precise by
proving the that the class of queries for which termination could not be proven is
actually non-terminating. This has been one of the main goals and achievements
of the only non-termination analyzer developed up till now, NTI[10].

Very recently, yet another, fourth approach to the problem has been in-
troduced: termination and non-termination prediction [15]. In this approach,
techniques developed in loop-detection are lifted to classes of moded queries to
allow a prediction of the termination behavior of these queries. Although the
predictions do not take the form of formal proofs, experiments show that they
can be extremely precise. Moreover, for non-termination prediction, it has been
proven that by increasing a parameter in the analysis, the repetition number, in
the limit, the prediction is always correct.
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Our work has been inspired both by the work on termination/non-termination
prediction and by NTI. We propose a new non-termination analysis. It reuses
the analysis scheme proposed in [15] to produce a finite representation of the
computation for a model query, given some logic program. We introduce a new
non-termination condition expressed in terms of this finite representation of the
computation. We prove its correctness and extend it in several ways.

It turns out that our characterization of non-terminating computations is
more precise than that of NTI. We have implemented the technique and per-
formed extensive experiments with it on the basis of the benchmark of the termi-
nation analysis competition of 20071. The experiments show that our technique
has a 100% success-rate on this benchmark, outperforming the only competiting
approach, NTI.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce some
preliminaries. In section 3, we present our conditions implying non-termination
and show that we are able to derive classes of non-terminating queries. In Section
4, we present our experimental evaluation and we compare our analyzer with the
non-termination inference tool NTI [10]. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Preliminaries

In the next section we introduce some preliminaries concerning the symbolic
derivation tree used to prove non-termination. First, we introduce moded SLDNF-
trees as defined in [15]. These trees represent the derivation trees of all concrete
queries corresponding to a moded query. Then, we introduce complete loop
checks for these SLDNF-trees and introduce LP-check [15], a loop check for
moded SLDNF-resolution introduced for termination prediction.

2.1 Moded generalized SLDNF-trees

We assume the reader is familiar with standard terminology of logic programs,
in particular with SLDNF-resolution, as described in [6]. Variables are denoted
by character strings beginning with a capital letter. Predicates, functions and
constant symbols are denoted by character strings beginning with a lower case
letter. A term is a constant, a variable, or a function of the form f(t1, ..., tm)
where f is a function symbol and each ti is a term. We denote the set of terms
constructible from a program P , by TermP . An atom is of the form p(t1, ..., tm)
where p is a predicate symbol. Two atoms are called variants if they are equal
up to variable renaming. A literal is an atom A or the negation ¬A of A.

A general logic program P is a finite set of clauses of the form A← L1, ..., Ln,
where A is an atom and each Li is a literal. A goal Gi is a headless clause
← L1, ..., Ln. A query,Q, is a conjunction of literals L1, . . . , Ln. The goal,G0 =←
Q, for a query Q is called a top goal. Without loss of generality, we assume that
Q consists only of one atom. Q is a moded query if some arguments of Q are
input modes, otherwise, it is a concrete query.
1 www.lri.fr/˜marche/termination-competition/
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Let P be a logic program and G0 a top goal. G0 is evaluated by building a
generalized SLDNF-tree GTG0 as defined in [16], in which each node is repre-
sented by Ni : Gi where Ni is the name of the node and Gi is a goal attached
to the node. Roughly speaking, GTG0 is the set of standard SLDNF-trees for
P ∪ {G0} augmented with an ancestor-descendant relation on their literals. Let
Li and Lj be the selected literals at two nodes Ni and Nj , respectively. Li is
an ancestor of Lj , denoted Li ≺anc Lj , if the proof of Li goes via the proof
of Lj . Throughout the paper, we choose to use the best-known depth-first, left-
most control strategy, as is used in Prolog, to select goals and literals. So by the
selected literal in each node Ni :← L1, ..., Ln, we refer to the left-most literal L1.

Recall that in SLDNF-resolution, let Li = ¬A be a ground negative lit-
eral selected at Ni, then, by the negation-as-failure rule [3], a subsidiary child
SLDNF-tree will be built to solve A. In a generalized SLDNF-tree GTG0 , such
parent and child SLDNF-trees are connected from Ni to Ni+1 via a dotted edge
“· · ·.” ,called a negation arc, and A at Ni+1 inherits all ancestors of Li at Ni.
Therefore, a path of a generalized SLDNF-tree may come across several SLDNF-
trees through dotted edges. Any such a path starting at the root node N0 : G0

of GTG0 is called a generalized SLDNF-derivation.
We do not consider floundering queries; i.e., we assume that no non-ground

negative literals are selected at any node of a generalized SLDNF-tree (see [16]).
For simplicity, in the following sections by a derivation or SLDNF-derivation

we refer to a generalized SLDNF-derivation. Moreover, for any node Ni : Gi we
use L1

i to refer to the selected literal in Gi.
A derivation step is denoted by Ni : Gi ⇒C Ni+1 : Gi+1, meaning that

applying a clause C to Gi produces Ni+1 : Gi+1.
As we are interested in proving non-termination of moded queries, the defini-

tion of a generalized SLDNF-tree is extended for moded goals. Note that an input
mode stands for an arbitrary ground term, i.e. it can be any variable-free term
of TermP . This suggests that we may approximate the effect of an input mode,
by treating it as a special variable I, in such a way that in SLDNF-derivations
I can be substituted by a constant or function, but cannot be substituted by an
ordinary variable. Therefore, when unifying a special variable I and a variable
X, we always substitute I for X. In the remainder of the paper, we will denote
a special variable by underlining the variable’s name.

Definition 1. Let P be a logic program and Q = p(I1, ..., Im, T1, ..., Tn) a moded
query. The moded generalized SLDNF-tree of P for Q, is defined to be the
generalized SLDNF-tree GTG0 for P ∪ {← p(I1, ..., Im, T1, ..., Tn)}, with each Ii
being a distinct special variable not occurring in any Tj. The special variables
I1, ..., Im are called input variables. �

In a moded generalized SLDNF-tree, an input variable I may be substituted by
either a constant or a function f(t1, . . . , tn). If I is substituted by f(t1, . . . , tn),
all variables in t1, . . . , tn are also called input variables and treated as special
variables. We refer to Figure 1(a) for an illustration of a (part of) a moded
generalized SLDNF-tree. The figure also illustrates a loop check.
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A moded atom A corresponds to a set of concrete atoms, called the denotation
of A. Let I1, ..., In be all input variables occurring in A. Let t1, . . . , tn ∈ TermP .
A(t1 → I1, . . . , tn → In) denotes the concrete atom obtained by replacing the
input variables I1, ..., In by the terms t1, . . . , tn.

Definition 2. Let A be an atom with I1, . . . , In as its input variables. The de-
notation of A is

Den(A) =
{
A(t1 → I1, . . . , tn → In) | ti ∈ TermP , ti ground

}
. �

This concept can be adapted to moded goals in a straightforward way. Note that
the denotation of a concrete atom is a singleton containing the atom itself.

2.2 Loop Checking

A complete loop check for moded goals cuts all infinite branches in a moded
generalized SLDNF-tree.

Definition 3. A loop check L is complete w.r.t. moded SLDNF-resolution if
for every logic program P and moded query Q, every infinite derivation of P for
Q is cut by L. �
Many simple complete loop checks can be constructed, for example a bound on
the number of times a certain predicate occurs in a derivation. However, only one
loop check for moded SLDNF-resolution is discussed in the literature, LP-check
[15]. LP-check is a complete loop check developed for termination prediction.

In [15], it is proven that every infinite derivation contains an infinite chain
of loop goals. These are goals satisfying some conditions on the selected literals.
A clause is cut by LP-check if a prefix of such a chain is encountered.

Definition 4. Let A be a moded atom, the symbol string of A, SA, is the
string obtained by reading all predicate symbols, function symbols, constants and
variables in A, from left to right, with the variables replaced by X .

A symbol string SA1 is a projection of SA2 , denoted SA1 ⊆proj SA2 , if ST1

is obtained from ST2 by removing zero or more elements. �

Example 1. Let T1 = a and T2 = f(X, g(X, f(a, I))). Then, ST1 = a, ST2 =
fX gXfaX and ST1 ⊆proj ST2 . �

Definition 5. Let Ni : Gi and Nj : Gj be two nodes in a derivation with
L1
i ≺anc L1

j and SL1
i
⊆proj SL1

j
. Then, Gj is called a loop goal of Gi. �

LP-check uses a repetition number defining how long the chain of loop goals can
become before it is cut by LP-check.

Definition 6. Given a repetition number r ≥ 2, LP-check is defined as follows:
Any derivation D in a generalized SLDNF-tree is cut at a node Ngr

if D has a
prefix of the form

N0 : G0 ⇒C0 ... Ng1 : Gg1 ⇒Ck
... Ng2 : Gg2 ⇒Ck

... Ngr
: Ggr

⇒Ck
(1)
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such that (a) for any j < r, Ggj+1 is a loop goal of Ggj
, and (b) for all j ≤ r,

the clause Ck applied to Ggj
is the same. The prefix is called an LP-cut, the

nodes Ng1 , . . . , Ngr are called the nodes of the LP-cut. �

Because LP-check is a rather expensive loop check, a variant on LP-check is
defined in [15]: LP-check with pruning. This loop check reduces the amount of
redundant branches by pruning clauses if they are already applied to an ancestor
or descendant with a variant as a selected literal. We illustrate these loop checks
with the binary tree program.

Example 2. The following program succeeds if the argument of the top goal
represents a binary tree.

bin(empty).
bin(tree(L,_,R)):- bin(L), bin(R).

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show moded SLDNF-trees constructed using LP-check
and LP-check with pruning, respectively, for the binary tree program with bin(I)
as a query and 3 as a repetition number.

N
0
: bin(I)

N
2
: bin(L1),bin(R1)N

1
: □

1 2

I \ empty I \ tree(L1,_,R1)

N
8
: bin(L3),bin(R3),bin(R1)N

3
: bin(R1)

1 2

L1 \ empty L1 \ tree(L3,_,R3)

1 2

N
5
: bin(L2),bin(R2)N

4
: □

1 2

R1 \ empty R1 \ tree(L2,_,R2)
1

N
6
: bin(R2)

1

N
7
: □ 

1

L2 \ empty

R2 \ empty

N
9
: bin(R3),bin(R1)

L3 \ empty

1

N
10

: bin(R1)

R3 \ empty

1

N
14

: □ 

R4 \ empty

N
12

: bin(L4),bin(R4)N
11

: □

1 2

R1 \ empty R1 \ tree(L4,_,R4)

N
13

: bin(R4) 

1
L4 \ empty

(a) LP-check

N
0
: bin(I)

N
2
: bin(L1),bin(R1)N

1
: □

1 2

I \ empty I \ tree(L1,_,R1)

N
3
: bin(L2),bin(R2),bin(R1)

L1 \ tree(L2,_,R2)
2

(b) LP-check with pruning

Fig. 1. Two loop checks for moded SLDNF-resolution

In the SLDNF-tree constructed by LP-check, as shown in Figure 1(a), clause
2 is cut at node N5 because of LP-cut: N0 ⇒C2 . . . N3 ⇒C2 N5 ⇒C2 . Similarly,
LP-check cuts clause 2 at nodes: N6, N8, N9, N12 and N13.

The SLDNF-tree constructed by LP-check with pruning, depicted in Figure
1(b), is much smaller. Clause 1 is cut at nodes N2 and N3, because that clause is
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applied to the selected literal of N0, which is both an ancestor and a variant of
the selected literals of nodes N2 and N3. At node N3, clause 2 is cut by LP-check
with pruning because of LP-cut: N0 ⇒C2 N2 ⇒C2 N3 ⇒C2 . �

In [15], a technique to predict the termination behavior of a logic program
and moded query, using LP-check or LP-check with pruning, is introduced. Every
time a clause is cut, one checks a condition on the selected literals occuring in
the derivation. If this condition fails, the LP-cut is predicted to identify an
infinite loop. It is proven that any non-terminating program and moded query
is predicted to be non-terminating if the repetition number is sufficiently high.

3 A new non-termination condition

In this section, we present a new non-termination analysis technique for general
logic programs with moded queries. We consider a program non-terminating
w.r.t. a moded query, if the denotation of the query contains at least one concrete
query that has an infinite branch in its generalized SLDNF-tree.

3.1 The moded more general relation

To prove non-termination, we prove that a path between two nodes Nb and Ne
in a moded SLDNF-derivation can be repeated infinitely. To find such a path,
we check three properties. Because the rules in the path must be applicable
independent of the values of the input variables, no substitutions on the input
variables may occur in the path from Nb down to Ne. Because this path should
be a loop, L1

b must be an ancestor of L1
e. Finally, a special more general relation

for moded atoms must hold between L1
b and L1

e. We will show that these three
conditions imply non-termination.

A moded atom A is moded more general than a moded atom B, if any atom
in the denotation of A is more general than some atom in the denotation of B.

Definition 7. A moded atom A is moded more general than a moded atom
B w.r.t. program P , ABB, iff:

∀I ∈ Den(A),∃I ′ ∈ Den(B) : I is more general than I ′ �

We illustrate this moded more general relation with some small examples.

Example 3. The following relations hold w.r.t. the binary tree program:

– bin(X)B bin(I)
The denotation of bin(X) only contains the atom itself, which is more
general than any atom in the denotation of bin(I), e.g. bin(empty).

– bin(tree(tree(In,Xn), Y ))B bin(tree(I, tree(X, empty)))
For example, if In = empty, then I = tree(empty, empty) yields an
atom in the denotation that satisfies the more general relation. �
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Because the denotation of a moded atom is in general infinite, we cannot check
this property for every atom in the denotation. However, there is a syntactic
sufficient condition to check if the moded more general relation holds between
two given moded atoms A and B. The condition is based on a particular form
of unifiability of the atoms.

We introduce the following notations. Let InV arP be the set of input vari-
ables and V arP the set of normal variables. To every I ∈ InV arP we associate a
fresh normal variable I. Let Term+

P denote the set of all terms constructible in
the underlying language of P augmented with the variables {I | I ∈ InV arP }.
Proposition 1. Let A and B be two moded atoms. Let A1 and B1 be renamings
of these atoms such that they have no shared variables. Let A2 and B2 denote
variants of A1 and B1 in which every input variable I is replaced by I. Let
Na

1 , . . . , N
a
n be a subset of the normal variables in A2 and Ib1, . . . , I

b
m be the fresh

variables associated to the input variables in B2.
If A2 and B2 are unifiable with a substitution γ = {Na

1 \ t1, . . . , Na
n \ tn,

Ib1 \ t+1 , . . . , Ibm \ t+m} with t1, . . . , tn ∈ TermP and t+1 , . . . , t
+
m ∈ Term+

P , then A
is moded more general then B. �

Proof. Let α = {Na
1 \ t1, . . . , Na

n \ tn} and β =
{
Ib1 \ t+1 , . . . , Ibm \ t+m

}
. Because

Ib1, . . . , I
b
m can not occur in t1, . . . , tn, γ = β ◦ α, and by unifiability, A2αβ =

B2αβ. Moreover, since B2 does not contain Na
1 , . . . , N

a
n , B2αβ = B2β, and since

A2α does not contain Ib1, . . . , I
b
m, A2αβ = A2α. Thus, A2α = B2β.

Let Ac be an element of Den(A1). Then, there exists a substitution ψ =
{Ia1 \ s1, . . . , I

a
k \ sk}, where Ia1 , . . . , I

a
k are all input variables of A1, s1, . . . , sk ∈

TermP and s1, . . . , sk are ground, such that Ac = A2ψ.
Now consider the atom Bc = B2βψ. First, Bc ∈ Den(B1). This is because β

replaces all Ibj of B2 by terms t+j . These terms t+j may contain variables Ial of
A2, but these are all substituted to ordinary ground terms sl ∈ TermP by ψ.

Finally, Acα = A2ψα = A2αψ = B2βψ = Bc. Note that A2ψα = A2αψ
because no si of ψ can contain a variable Na

j of α, nor can any ti of α contain
a variable Iaj of ψ. Thus Ac is more general than an element of Den(B1). �

Example 4. The moded atoms of the last example are already variable disjunct.
To check if the moded more general relation holds, we have to check if the atoms
are unifiable with a substitution of the correct forms.
– bin(X) = bin(I) with substitution: {I \X}
– bin(tree(tree(In,Xn), Y )) = bin(tree(I, tree(X, empty))) with substitution:
{I \ tree(I,Xn), Y \ tree(X, empty)} �

3.2 Non-termination of moded more general loop

If a moded SLDNF-derivation contains a path without substitutions on input
variables, such that the ancestor relation and the moded more general relation
hold between the first and last selected literal in that path, we call this path a
moded more general loop. We will show that a moded more general loop implies
non-termination.
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Definition 8. In a moded SLDNF-derivation D, nodes Ni : Gi and Nj : Gj are
a moded more general loop, Ni : Gi

mmg→ Nj : Gj, iff:
– No substitutions on input variables occur in the path from Ni down to Nj.
– L1

i ≺anc L1
j .

– L1
j B L1

i �

Note that when no confusion can occur, we may omit writing the goal in the
moded more general loop.

A moded more general loop, Ni : Gi
mmg→ Nj : Gj , corresponds to an infinite

loop for every concrete goal in the denotation of Gi.

Theorem 1 (Sufficiency of the moded more general loop). Let Ni :
Gi

mmg→ Nj : Gj be a moded more general loop in a moded SLDNF-derivation D
of program P and moded query I. The sequence of clauses from Ni down to Nj,
〈C1, . . . , Cn〉, can be repeated infinitely often for any goal in Den(Gi). �

Proof. Because L1
i is an ancestor of L1

j , only the selected literal of Ni influences
if the sequence of clauses can be repeated infinitely often.

Because no substitutions on input variables occur in the path from Ni down
to Nj , 〈C1, . . . , Cn〉 is applicable to any atom in Den(L1

i ). Obviously, this path
is also applicable to any atom A, which is more general than some atom B in
Den(L1

i ). Furthermore, after applying 〈C1, . . . , Cn〉 to A, the resulting selected
literal is more general than the selected literal after applying 〈C1, . . . , Cn〉 to B.

As L1
jBL1

i , any atom inDen(L1
j ) is more general than some atom inDen(L1

i ).
Therefore, let S be the union of Den(L1

i ) and all more general atoms. Then,
〈C1, . . . , Cn〉 is applicable to any atom of S, and after applying these clauses, the
selected literal of the resulting goal is again an atom of S. Thus, this sequence
of clauses is infinitely often applicable to elements of S. �

We will illustrate this non-termination condition with our running example.

Example 5 (Non-termination proof of binary tree). Let us revisit Example 1
with a query bin(X). The SLDNF-tree constructed by LP-check for this program
and query is almost the same as in Figure 1(a), the only difference is that the
input variables are replaced by ordinary variables.

The constructed SLDNF-tree satisfies the conditions of Definition 8, soN0
mmg→

N2 is a moded more general loop. Therefore, non-termination of this example is
proven by Theorem 1. �

Observe that Theorem 1 can straightforwardly be generalized to conclude
non-termination for any goal that is more general than an element of Den(Gi).

3.3 Input-generalizations

Our experimental evaluation (see Section 4) shows that for many non-terminating
programs, non-termination can be proven using the moded more general loop.
But, the next example shows that there is room for further improvement.
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Example 6 (Termination behavior of flat).
flat(niltree, nil).
flat(tree(X, niltree, XS), cons(X, YS)) :- flat(XS, YS).
flat(tree(X, tree(Y, YS1, YS2), XS), ZS) :-

flat(tree(Y, YS1, tree(X, YS2, XS)), ZS).

This program, flat, flattens a binary tree into a list denoted with the cons
notation. To flatten the tree, the program repeatedly moves one element from
the left to the right subtree until the left subtree is empty. When the left subtree
is empty, we proceed by processing the right subtree. If the first argument of the
top level query is a variable, this program loops w.r.t. the thirth clause.

N
0
: flat(T,I)

N
3
: □

1

2

T \ niltree 
   I \ nil   

Ur \ tree(V1,niltree,Vr)
    I1 \ cons(X,I2)

N
4
: flat(Vr,I2)

N
1
: □

1 2

T \ niltree
I \ nil   

T \ tree(U1,niltree,Ur)
   I \ cons(U,I1)

N
2
: flat(Ur,I1)

N
7
: □

T \ niltree
    I \ nil  

Yl \ tree(Z,Zl,Zr)

N
8
: flat(tree(Z,Zl,tree(Y,Zr,tree(X,Yr,Xr))),I2)

1

3

1

N
5
: □

T \ niltree
    I \ nil  

Vr \ tree(X,tree(Y,Yl,Yr),Xr)

N
6
: flat(tree(Y,Yl,tree(X,Yr,Xr)),I2)

3

Fig. 2. Moded generalized SLDNF-tree with LP-check of flat

Figure 2 shows the moded generalized SLDNF-tree constructed for moded
query flat(T, I) using LP-check with repetition number 3. No nodes in the
derivations satisfy Definition 8. The reason for this is that we replace a vari-
able by a compound term when applying the thirth clause. �

To prove non-termination for programs such as flat, we define an input-
generalization. This input-generalization is such that proving non-termination
of an input-generalized goal implies non-termination of the original goal.

Definition 9. Let A be a moded atom. We say that Aα is an input-generalization
of A, if there exist terms t1, . . . , tn in A and fresh input variables I1, . . . , In such
that Aα = A(I1 → t1, . . . , In → tn). �
Example 7 (Input generalizations).
– bin(tree(I, I1)) is an input-generalization of bin(tree(I, tree(X, empty)))
– bin(I2) is an input-generalization of bin(tree(I, I1)) �

To check if a path is non-terminating w.r.t. an input-generalized goal, we
define an input-generalized derivation. This derivation is constructed by applying
a path in a given derivation to the input-generalized selected literal of the first
node in the path.
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Definition 10. Let D be a moded SLDNF-derivation Ni, . . . , Nj, such that
L1
i ≺anc L1

j . Let 〈C1, . . . , Cn〉 be the sequence of clauses applied from Ni down
to Nj and let A be an input-generalization of L1

i .
The input-generalized derivation D′ for A, is constructed by applying the

sequence of clauses 〈C1, . . . , Cn〉 to A. The input-generalized nodes Nα
i and

Nα
j are the top and bottom nodes of D′, respectively. �

Next, we prove that non-termination of the input-generalized derivation implies
non-termination of the original goal. First we introduce two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let Aα be an input generalization of A, then ABAα. �

Proof. Let I1, . . . , In be the input variables of A and In+1, . . . , Im be the new in-
troduced input variables in Aα. For every concrete atom Ac in Den(A), I1, . . . , In
are replaced by ground terms. To construct an atom Aαc of Den(Aα), for which
Ac is more general then Aαc , one replaces I1, . . . , In by the same values as in Ac
and In+1, . . . , Im by instances of the corresponding terms in Ac. �

Lemma 2. Let A and B be atoms such that ABB and let every atom in Den(B)
be non-terminating w.r.t. a program P , then, every atom in Den(A) is non-
terminating w.r.t. P . �

Proof. Every atom of Den(A) is more general than a non-terminating atom. �

Corollary 1 (Non-termination with input-generalization). Let Ni : Gi
and Nj : Gj be nodes in a derivation D of program P for moded query I, such
that L1

i ≺anc L1
j , and let Nα

i and Nα
j be the input-generalized nodes in the input-

generalized derivation D′ of Ni and Nj for A.
If Nα

i
mmg→ Nα

j , then every concrete goal in the denotation of Gi is non-
terminating w.r.t. program P . �

Proof. Follows from Theorem 1 and the two previous lemmas. �

We illustrate these input-generalizations by revisiting the flat example.

Example 8 (Non-termination of flat). To prove non-termination, we generalize
node N6 to flat(tree(Y, Y l, In), I2), by changing the subterm tree(X,Y r,Xr)
to a new input variable In.

Yl \ tree(Z,Zl,Zr)

N
8
: flat(tree(Z,Zl,tree(Y,Zr,In)),I2)

3

N
6
: flat(tree(Y,Yl,In),I2)

α

α

Fig. 3. Input-generalized SLDNF-derivation of flat

Figure 3, shows the input-generalized moded SLDNF-derivation for
flat(tree(Y, Y l, In), I2). This derivation is a moded more general loop: Nα

6
mmg→

Nα
8 . Therefore, non-termination of the program flat w.r.t. the concrete goals in

the denotation of the goal of N6 is proven by Corollary 1. �
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3.4 Constructing classes of non-terminating queries

As stated in the introduction, a non-termination analyzer can be a valuable
tool for a programmer. In order to realize this, it is important that the analyzer
constructs classes of non-terminating queries, so that the programmer can correct
the source of non-termination by tracing the computation.

Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 prove that we are able to derive classes of non-
terminating concrete goals w.r.t. some program. However, we wanted to derive
classes of non-terminating concrete queries corresponding to a given top-level
moded query.

Note that a derivation in a moded SLDNF-tree is applicable to some concrete
queries in the denotation of the moded query. In order for a branch to be appli-
cable to a specific concrete query, the actual values of the input variables need
to be such that the substitutions on the input variables in the path from the
root to the first node of the moded more general loop succeed. By applying all
substitutions in the derivation, we derive classes of top level queries, for which
all goals in the denotation are non-terminating.

We illustrate this with an example.

Example 9 (Flatten tree continued). Figure 2 shows the constructed derivation
for flat with the query flat(T, I).

In Example 8, we proved that every goal in the denotation of
flat(tree(Y, Y l, tree(X,Y r,Xr)), I2) at node N6, is non-terminating w.r.t. the
program. However, not every element of the denotation of the query can follow
the path from the root N0 down to N6. The following substitution on input
variables occur between nodes N0 and N6:

– I \ cons(U, I1)
– I1 \ cons(X, I2)

When we apply these substitutions to the query, we get a new query:
flat(T, cons(U, cons(X, I2))). Every element of its denotation can reach node
N6 and is therefore non-terminating w.r.t. flat. �

4 Experimental evaluation

To evaluate our approach to non-termination analysis, we implemented a non-
termination analyzer P2P , from Prediction to Proof , based on Corollary 1.
We tested P2P on a benchmark of 48 non-terminating pure logic programs.
First, we describe our non-termination analyzer and the benchmark. Then, we
compare our tool with non-termination inference tool NTI [10].

4.1 P2P : from Prediction to Proof

We implemented P2P in SWI-prolog2. P2P is freely available3 and consists of
two components. The first component predicts the termination behavior of a
2 Homepage of SWI-prolog: www.swi-prolog.org/
3 Available at www.cs.kuleuven.be/˜dean/p2p.html
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logic program. The second component checks if the moded SLDNF-tree contains
a moded more general loop or if an input-generalized derivation contains a moded
more general loop.

To predict the termination behavior of a logic program, we use TPoLP , the
implementation of the termination prediction technique. TPoLP is freely avail-
able4. This tool offers the choice between LP-check and LP-check with pruning.

If non-termination is predicted by TPoLP , the second component tries to
prove non-termination in the path between the pairs of nodes of the LP-cut for
which non-termination is predicted.

4.2 Benchmark of Termination Problems

Our benchmark consists of the non-terminating pure logic programs from the
termination competition of 2007. The benchmark and the results from the tools
that participated in the competition are available5. The benchmark of the termi-
nation competition contains around 300 logic programs and moded queries rep-
resenting different challenges in termination and non-termination analysis. A few
programs from the competition are omitted because they contain non-logical op-
erations such as arithmetics. The competition benchmark contains some doubles.
These doubles are also omitted. Our benchmark contains 48 non-terminating
programs. All programs contain between 2 and 15 clauses, except for binary4,
which contains 41 clauses. The only other non-termination analyzer, NTI [10],
proves non-termination for about 95% of the benchmark programs.

Table 1 shows our experimental evaluation on this benchmark using LP-check
with pruning, with 4 as a repetition number. The result of our tool is given in the
column P2P , V denotes that non-termination is proven while X denotes that
no non-termination proof was found. The result of NTI is given in the column
NTI. The columns Size and Time show the size in the number of nodes of the
SLDNF-tree and the analysis time in seconds, respectively.

The results are very satisfactory. For all programs in the benchmark, non-
termination is proven and a class of non-terminating queries can be constructed.
The analyzer is very efficient. Any benchmark program is analyzed in less as a
second and the memory use never exceeds a few megabytes.

As stated, these experiments have been performed using 4 as a repetition
number. When we use 3 as a repetition number, our tool fails to prove non-
termination of programs pl7.6.2.a and pl7.6.2.b. When using 2 as repetition
number, proving non-termination fails for about 25% of the benchmark pro-
grams.

4.3 Comparison with NTI

NTI To infer non-terminating queries, NTI first transforms a given program
into a binary program using binary unfoldings and then compares the head and
4 Available at www.cs.kuleuven.be/˜dean/termination prediction.html
5 Available at www.lri.fr/˜marche/termination-competition/
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Name program P2P Size Time NTI Name program P2P Size Time NTI
ackermann-ioi V 9 0.33 V permutation-fb V 22 0.26 V
bad sublist V 33 0.29 V pl1.1 V 8 0.25 V
binary4 V 12 0.27 V pl3.1.1 V 12 0.30 V
delete-bff V 13 0.31 V pl3.5.6 V 13 0.31 V
der-fb V 22 0.29 V pl4.0.1-oooi V 33 0.27 V
doublehalfpred V 38 0.28 V pl4.5.2 V 481 0.36 V
example4-2 V 4 0.23 V pl4.5.3a V 10 0.29 V
flatlength-fbf V 14 0.23 V pl4.5.3b V 10 0.24 V
flatlength-ffb V 19 0.23 V pl4.5.3c V 11 0.27 V
flat-oi V 9 0.26 X pl5.2.2 V 59 0.27 V
frontier-fb V 12 0.27 V pl7.6.2.a V 39 0.27 X
ifdiv V 19 0.29 V pl7.6.2.b V 45 0.33 X
in-bf V 18 0.29 V quicksort-fb V 72 0.26 V
inorder-fb V 4 0.27 V quicksort-oi V 74 0.26 V
insert-bff V 22 0.29 V reverse-fb V 9 0.32 V
log2a-oi V 35 0.25 V select-bff V 8 0.32 V
log2b-oi V 29 0.28 V slowsort-fb V 123 0.27 V
mapcolor V 23 0.31 V slowsort-oi V 26 0.26 V
member-bf V 8 0.27 V sublist-bf V 30 0.21 V
mergesort V 171 0.28 V subset-bf V 21 0.23 V
mergesort-oi V 54 0.28 V subset-fb V 14 0.26 V
mergesort variant V 15 0.23 V suffix-bf V 9 0.25 V
minimum-fb V 8 0.29 V transpose2 V 6 0.28 V
naive reverse-fb V 8 0.37 V tree member-bf V 12 0.28 V

Table 1. Benchmark of non-terminating pure logic programs.

body of the clauses in the binary program with a special more general relation.
If this special more general relation holds, a non-terminating query is inferred.

The binary unfolding of a program represent the calls made during program
execution. Thus, it corresponds to comparing the selected literals in our symbolic
computation. The binary unfolding of a program can be computed using a fix-
point operator. Both the binary unfolding of a program and the selected literals
in the moded SLDNF-resolution give a finite description of the calls made in the
program. In the remainder of this comparison we will consider both approaches
to be equally strong.

If the binary unfolding of a program contains a clause for which the body
is more general as the head, non-termination is proven. For example, the clause
a(s(X)) : −a(X), is an infinite loop for every atom that is more general than
a(s(X)). The more general relation is extended with derivation neutral filters
on some arguments of a predicate. We will explain this using an example. For
a clause a(s(X)) : −a(s(s(X))), the more general than relation is not satisfied.
However, this clause loops if the first argument is an instance of s(X). Such a
condition is called a derivation neutral filter. A binary clause is looping if each
argument is either replaced by a more general one or satisfies some derivation
neutral filter. NTI only considers variable independent filters, filters that are
not dependant on the names of the variables. The arguments at positions where
a filter is used, are arguments that become more specific and thus correspond to
positions with input variables. Therefore, if NTI infers non-termination using
filters on some argument positions, the moded query with input variables on
those positions, is non-terminating.
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Comparison As stated, moded SLDNF-resolution and binary unfoldings are
comparable in use and strength. But, we argue without proof that the moded
more general relation is more precise on identifying infinite loops as the more
general relation with filters, by giving two classes of programs where NTI fails
to prove non-termination and our approach may succeed.

The first class of programs where NTI fails is due to the condition that filters
have to be variable independent. Variable independent filters fail to express
that two argument positions must contain the same element. An example of
such a clause is a(X,X) : −a(s(X), s(X)). The second class of programs are
programs where, in one argument position, a subterm is replaced by a more
general subterm while another one is replaced by a more specific subterm. For
example the argument in a(f(X, s(Y ))) : −a(f(s(X), Y )). Such an argument
position neither becomes more general nor can it satisfy a derivation neutral
filter. Because in our approach the moded more general relation is defined on
atoms rather than arguments, our approach does not have this restriction.

Benchmark results Table 1 shows that NTI fails to prove non-termination
of 3 programs. The results on the termination competition of 2007 were worse
for NTI, as we have rewritten some programs that NTI could not parse.

The program flat−oi cannot be proven to be non-terminating using NTI be-
cause every non-terminating query contains both an input and ordinary variable
in the first argument position. The other two programs for which non-termination
cannot be proven with NTI fail because every non-terminating query contains
different argument positions with a shared input variable.

5 Conclusion

We introduced a new approach to non-termination analysis of logic programs
that proves non-termination based on a finite, symbolic derivation tree of a logic
program and a moded query. These derivation trees can be constructed using
moded SLDNF-resolution and LP-check as defined in [15]. We have defined a
condition proving non-termination given such a finite moded SLDNF-tree.

This approach has been implemented in a non-termination analyzer P2P .
We evaluated P2P on a benchmark of 48 non-terminating logic programs. The
results are very satisfactory. Our tool is able to prove non-termination and con-
struct non-terminating queries for all benchmark programs.

We compared our tool with NTI [10], the only other non-termination an-
alyzer for logic programs. We have shown that our approach improves on the
results of NTI and that we are able to prove non-termination of new classes of
programs.
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